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Abstract
In this paper, a novel measurement approach of junction temperature and thermal resistance of
organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) is reported. Transient thermal measurement is utilized
to carry out the thermal study of OLEDs. A linear relationship between forward voltage and
junction temperature is obtained at the sensor current of 0.56 μA for each pixel. The effects of
input current and cooling conditions on the junction temperature and thermal resistance are
discussed. It is found that the optical performance is greatly affected by the junction
temperature. The average junction temperature of the OLED panel with the current density of
0.014 A cm−2 is 64.5 ◦ C, while there exists a temperature difference of 14.5 ◦ C and 43.5 ◦ C
with the center case and ambient temperature. In contrast to the natural cooling condition, a
much smaller junction temperature rise and thermal resistance are obtained under the forced
cooling condition. The thermal resistance from junction to ambient has an inverse relationship
with input power under both natural and forced cooling conditions.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

numerical simulation approach has also been used in the
thermal analysis of the OLED array [7–9]. An electrical test
method offers an indirect but accurate measurement approach
for packaged device. Thermal transient measurements have
been used for the qualification of the thermal behavior of
semiconductor devices for more than 20 years [10].
In this paper, the junction temperature and thermal
resistance of OLED panel are investigated in situ by the
transient thermal measurement method for the first time. The
thermal and optical performances of the OLED at various
working conditions are studied and analyzed. The junction
temperature is compared with the surface temperature and is
related to optical efficacy.

Recently, organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have
attracted more and more interest due to the huge potential
market and the many advantages of OLEDs [1]. Rapid
developments in the electrical and optical performance of
OLEDs have been obtained and the reliability problems have
been solved to a certain level by the advanced packaging
method [2, 3]. For the OLEDs, overheat not only directly
accelerates the degradation of the organic function materials,
but also may lead to crack or delamination because of the
thermal gradient and mismatch of the thermal expansion
coefficient for different packaging materials of OLEDs.
Thermal management will be a more critical issue in the
package and module of OLEDs with increasing power
capability. Researchers have demonstrated the importance of
thermal management for OLED reliability [4]. Tsuji [5] and
Seungjun [6] measured the thermal performance by Raman
scattering and infra-red method respectively. However, the
measured temperature map reflected the glass substrate/cover
rather than junction temperature, while a thermal gradient is
expected to exist since materials with low thermal conductivity
such as glass are usually used as substrate and cover. The
0268-1242/12/105011+06$33.00

2. Experimental process
The investigated OLED package is composed of glass
substrate, anode, organic layers, cathode, and glass cover as
shown in figure 1. The circle dot in the case surface center
indicates the location for the case temperature measurement
by thermocouple. The dotted rectangle indicates the junction
temperature measurement by the electrical test method. The
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of OLED sample and measurement location of thermocouple and electrical test measurement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Schematic setup for (a) electrical test method (IS and IH are the sensor and heating current, VF is the forward voltage)
(b) thermostat.

investigated OLED panel has 1800 pixels with a dimension
of 36∗ 24 mm. All the pixels are connected in parallel. Due to
the low thermal conductivity of glass and organic layers, the
junction temperature is expected to be higher than the case
temperature.
The Electronic Industries Association EIA/JEDEC 51-1
specification described the forward voltage (VF)-based
junction temperature (Tj) measurement technique for diodes.
The basic principle of the electrical test method is to use
the diode junction’s inherent voltage/temperature dependence
as the temperature sensitive parameter (TSP). The J–V
characteristics of OLED in the turn-on stage can be described
by the thermionic emission model [11]:




qVF
J = Jst exp
−1
(1)
nKT
where J and VF are the forward current and voltage, Jst is
the reverse saturation current, q is the elemental charge, k
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and n
is the ideality factor.
In this paper, a Transient Thermal Tester (T3Ster, Mentor
Graphics Ltd) was used to investigate the thermal behavior
of the OLEDs. The schematic diagram for the electrical test
method is shown in figure 2(a). Two current levels are utilized
in the electrical test method: a low-level sensor current (in
the turn-on stage and with light emitted out) and a high-level
heating current. For the OLED, the VF versus temperature
relationship is determined by driving the OLED with the sensor
current and adjusting temperature. The resulting points are
graphed and the relationship is reduced to a single slope factor
called the K-factor:


VF
J
K=
= ln
+ 1 nk/q.
(2)
Tj
Jst

The schematic setup for the thermostat is shown in
figure 2(b). The thermostat is composed of an isothermal
chamber, thermoelectric module and heat sink with fan. As
part of the T3ster, the thermostat can realize heating and
refrigeration with the resolution of 0.2 ◦ C. During the K
calibration and thermal measurement of the OLED under
forced cooling conditions, the OLED panel is attached to the
bottom surface of the isothermal chamber with thermal tape
as the thermal interface material.
Thermal transient measurement was done in the following
procedures. After the calibration of K factor driven by sensor
current in thermostat, the device is put into the scheduled
environment. The detailed procedure of transient thermal
measurement is shown in figure 3(a) and voltage variation
during the process is shown in figure 3(b). T3Ster captures the
voltage transients real-timely (right after t2 in figure 3(a)) and
then converts the data to thermal transients by combining with
the K factor.
Tj = Tx + T = Tx + VF /K

(3)

where Tx is the reference temperature. The obtained
transient thermal response is evaluated to derive the
thermal characteristics. Based on the thermal R–C network
and structure function theory, the heat path can be determined
quantitatively. The differential structure function is defined
as the derivative of the cumulative thermal capacitance with
respect to the cumulative thermal resistance:
  dC
cAdx
K R =
=
(4)
= cλA2
dR
dx/λA
where C and R are the thermal capacitance and thermal
resistance, c is the specific heat, A is the cross section area
and λ is thermal conductivity.
2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Procedure of transient thermal measurement and (b) voltage variation during transient thermal measurement (IS and IH are the
sensor and heating current, VH is the forward voltage with the heating current, VFF and VFI is the final voltage and initial voltage at the sensor
current after cutting off the heating current, VF is forward voltage change during the cooling process of the device).

Figure 4. Calibrated K factor of OLED.

Figure 5. Junction temperature rise of OLED package with input
current at a still air chamber; the inset graph is the input power
variation with input current.

From equation (4), it can be seen that the peak in
differential structure function means either a change in the
material properties or a change in the geometry or both.
Detailed information about the RC network can be seen
in [10].
During the K factor calibration, the sensor current of 1 mA
(0.56 μA for each pixel) in the temperature range of 15–55 ◦ C
with an incremental temperature step of 5 ◦ C is used. Transient
measurement is started to record the cooling curve after driving
the OLED samples for 10 min in an still air chamber in order to
ensure that it reached thermal stabilization. The standard still
air chamber according to JEDEC 51-2 is used for the condition
of natural cooling.
The case temperature is measured by the physical contact
method (K-type thermocouple). As shown in figure 1, the
thermo-couple is attached to the center of the case surface.

temperature is verified and the obtained K factor is
−0.023 mV ◦ C−1.
One thing to be noted is the measured result by the
electrical test method is the average junction temperature of
all the pixels [12]. The cooling curve variation of the OLED
package with input current at room temperature of 23 ◦ C is
shown in figure 5.
It can be seen from figure 5 that the average junction
temperature rise (Tj-avg) increased with the input current since
the heating power increased as shown in the inset graph of
figure 5. At a current density of 0.12/3.6∗ 2.4 = 0.014 A cm−2,
the average junction temperature, which equals the sum of
ambient temperature (23 ◦ C) and average junction temperature
rise (41.5 ◦ C), has already reached 64.5 ◦ C. It has been verified
that the optical output and efficacy have an inverse variation
trend with the working temperature [13]. Besides, a higher
input current can lead to a higher junction temperature, which
may cause a blue shift of the peak wavelength [14], variation

3. Results and discussion
The calibrated K factor is shown in figure 4. A linear
relationship between the forward voltage and junction
3
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Figure 7. Structure function of OLED as a function of input current
at a still air chamber.

Figure 6. Optical efficacy, junction and center case temperature of
the OLED package with input current at a still air chamber.

of composing material is regarded as another reason for the
decrease of thermal resistance with the input current. It is well
known that the thermal resistance has a reverse relationship
with the thermal conductivity for a certain package. The
temperature dependence of various materials can be expressed
as

of carrier density [15], decompose of organic layers, crack or
delamination [16].
The junction and case temperature and optical efficacy
of the OLED as a function of input current are shown in
figure 6. It can be seen that both junction and case temperature
increase with the input current, but the thermal gradient
between the junction and case temperature also increased
from 5.1 ◦ C to 14.5 ◦ C when the input current increased from
20 mA to 120 mA. Thermal contact resistance, which depends
on the scattering and radiation of phonon and electron at the
interfaces among the composing layers, and the low thermal
conductivity of organic and packaging materials are regarded
as responsible for the large thermal gradient between the
junction and case temperature. The optical efficacy shows
an inverse trend with the temperature, and it decreased from
28.9 to 18.3 lm W−1 when the input current increased from
20 to 120 mA. Therefore, figures 5 and 6 clearly show
that the heat generated in OLED cannot be neglected and
it is not appropriate to use case temperature to evaluate
the thermal performance of OLED instead of the junction
temperature.
The differential structure functions of OLED as a function
of input current are shown in figure 7. The thermal resistance
from junction to ambient is 56.2, 47.9, 41.9, 37.6, 34.0 and
30.7 K W−1 at input current of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 mA,
respectively. Three reasons are regarded as responsible for the
variation of measured thermal resistance from the junction
to ambient. First of all, the dominant cooling mechanism for
natural cooling is convection, which mainly depends on the
heat transfer coefficient [17] as expressed:


T 0.25
(5)
h = 0.52C
L
where C is a constant based on the geometry of the
structure, L is the length of heat flow path and T is
the temperature difference between package surface and
atmosphere temperature. The value of coefficient h increases
with the input current and junction temperature, which leads
to a decreased partial thermal resistance from case to ambient.
Besides the convection effect, the thermal conductivity change

λ = λ0 exp(αk (T − T0 ))

(6)

where λ is the thermal conductivity at T, λ0 is the
thermal conductivity at reference temperature T0, αk is the
temperature coefficient of λ, T is the temperature. αk for
glass, the dominate composing material of the OLED panel,
is a positive value in the experimental temperature range [18],
which can lead to the increase of thermal conductivity and
decrease of thermal resistance with the operating temperature.
In addition to the above two factors, the optical effect
is another reason affecting the thermal resistance evaluation.
Accurately speaking, the thermal resistance for optical device
should be defined as
R = (Tj − Ta )/Pheat = (Tj − Ta )/(Pe − Popt )

(7)

where Tj and Ta are the junction and ambient temperature
respectively, Pe and Popt is the electrical and optical power of
the OLED, Pheat is the heat generated by the OLED.
However, the measured thermal resistance (Rm) of OLED
in this work is evaluated in the following way automatically
by the equipment:
Rm = (Tj − Ta )/Pe .

(8)

Combining equations (7) and (8), the following equation can
be obtained:
Rm = R(Pe − Popt )/Pe = R(1 − ηopt )

(9)

where ηopt is the optical efficacy. It is clear from equation (9)
that the optical efficacy has a reverse relationship with the Rm in
the case of R keeping as constant. The optical efficacy shows a
declined trend with input current as talked before, which could
make the measured thermal resistance exhibit increased trend.
In a word, the increase of convection coefficient (h) and
thermal conductivity (λ) could make the thermal resistance
decrease with the increase of input current. However,
4
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Figure 8. Junction temperature rise of OLED package as a function of input current at a fixed substrate temperature of 20 ◦ C; the inset graph
is the corresponding differential structure function.

the optical efficacy (ηopt ) has a reverse effect on thermal
resistance with increasing current. For the case of Rm versus
input current under still air conditions, in variation of h and λ
the dominant effect is used during the counterbalance of the
three reasons.
The cooling curve of OLED as function of input current
at fixed substrate temperature of 20 ◦ C is shown in figure 8,
and the inset graph is the corresponding differential structure
function. Comparing the results from figures 7 and 8, it can
be seen that the thermal resistance variation trends are the
same for natural and forced cooling conditions. However,
the junction temperature and thermal resistance under natural
cooling conditions are much greater than those under forced
cooling conditions at the same input current. At the same
input current of 120 mA, the thermal gradient between
the junction and ambient decreased from 41.5 ◦ C to
24.9 ◦ C; the thermal resistance is 30.7 K W−1 and
18.7 K W−1 for natural cooling and forced cooling,
respectively. Effective thermal management can greatly reduce
the junction temperature and increase the maximum input
current and ensure the reliability [6].
Comparing figures 5 and 8, it can be obtained that all
thermal responses start to grow at basically the same time,
about 0.01 s. The thermal time constant, which depends on
the geometric structure, thermal conductivity, specific heat
and density of composing parts, directly decides the real
time response of the device. Devices working under a pulse
driven condition can take full advantage of the big thermal
time constant to slow down the heating speed of the junction
temperature. For the devices working under dc conditions, the
saturated junction temperature depends only on the thermal
resistance, but has no relationship with the time constant.

The average junction temperature and thermal resistance are
determined under various working conditions. It is concluded
that both junction and case temperature increase significantly
with input current, and the thermal gradient between them
becomes bigger with increasing input current. In contrast to the
natural cooling condition, a much smaller junction temperature
rise and thermal resistance are obtained under the forced
cooling condition. The results provide strong motivation
to further investigation of accurate junction temperature
measurement of OLED packages in various structures and
working conditions.
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